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.1  Book; Rabbi Akiva; published by “Sfirat Poalim,” dated 1947, Palestine 
.2  Book; Ahavat Zion by Abraham Mapo; published by”Dvir” Co., dated 1950, Israel 
.3  Book; The Songs of Chaim Nachman Bialek; with the stamp of the consulate of Israel, Munich, published 

by “Dvir” Co., dated 1947, Palestine  
.4  Book; The Tanach; published by Jubischer Verlag, not dated, Vienna, Austria  
.5  Book; Come Close and You Will See by S. Y. Agnon; published by Schocken Publishing House, dated 

1950, Israel 
.6  Book; Selection of Hebrew Poems edited by A.M. Haberman; published by Rubin Mass, dated 1946, 

Palestine 
.7  Book; Poems edited by Saul Tchernikovski; published by Schocken Publishing House, dated 1949, Israel 
.8  Certificate; “Bescheinigung”; typed in black ink with handwritten ink signatures; bearing the seal of the 

Jewish Community of Berlin; laminated; of registration from transport, dated July 23, 1947, in German, 
Berlin, Germany  

.9  Permit; “Aufenthaltsbescheinigung”; residence permit given to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); typed 
with black ink and bearing a stamp and a seal of the state of Stuttgart; laminated; dated July 13, 1950, in 
German 

.10  Form; issued to Regina Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) typed in black ink with handwritten entries at top in 
black ink; laminated; dated March 7, 1951, in German; Munich, Germany 

.11  Form; “Einkommensteuerklarung”; income tax form; issued to Regina Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) and 
family, one large page folded in half; printed form in black ink filled in with graphite and red colored 
pencil; laminated; dated May 1951, in German, Munich, Germany 

.12  Form; “Vorauszahlungsbescheid”; advance payment form; printed form filled in with graphite and bearing 
several ink stamps; dated June 5, 1950, Munich, Germany 

.13  Document; from housing department; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); preprinted card with 
handwritten entries in black ink, colored pencil marks and seals of state of Stuttgart on front and back 
along with several other dates on verso; laminated; dated February 11, 1947, in German, Stuttgart, 
Germany 

.14  Postcard; sent from “Amtsgericht Munchen” [Munich court] to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); printed 
recto and verso with typed black ink entries, stamped seals in black ink; laminated; dated March 30, 1951, 
in German, Munich, Germany 

.15  Document; issued to Regina Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) from “Finanzamt Munchen” [Munich finance 
department]; printed form in black ink with typed and handwritten black ink entries; laminated; dated July 
17, 1951, in German 

.16  Certificate; signed in pencil and typed in black ink on letterhead from “Transfer/Warenhandelsgesellschaft 
M.B.H./Import-Export-Grosshandel”; sent to “Uscher Hechtkopf” (donor’s father) confirming transfer of 
sent object; laminated; dated October 17, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German 

.17  Certificate; “Amtliches Fuhrungszeugnis”; official certificate of good conduct; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf 
(donor’s father); recto and verso printed form and typed entries in black ink with circular blue ink stamp 
seal; laminated, dated July 18, 1950, in German 

.18  Certificate; “Amtliches Fuhrungszeugnis”; official certificate of good conduct; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf 
(donor’s father); recto and verso printed form and typed entries in black ink with circular blue ink stamp 
seal; laminated, dated March 21, 1951, in German 

.19  Registration Card; “Meldekarte”; registration card issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); printed 
form with handwritten black ink and stamped blue ink entries, laminated; dated 1947, in German 

.20  Registration Card; “Meldekarte”; registration card issued to Rywka Hechtkopf (donor’s mother); printed 
form with handwritten black ink and stamped blue, pink, and purple ink entries, laminated; dated 1947, in 
German 
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.21  Invitation; for wedding of Tosia Hechtkopf (donor’s sister) and Emanuel Tenenurzel; eggshell white paper 
with printed gold lettering; wedding to take place September 25, 1951; Munich, Germany; in Hebrew and 
English 

.22  Document; issued to Rywka Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) from the Munich government; typed black ink 
with graphite signature at bottom and black ink stamp with handwritten entries at bottom; dated March 17, 
1950, in German 

.23 Invoice; sent to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father) in Munich, Germany from Ferdinand Goetz in Munich, 
Germany; typed in black ink on Ferdinand Goetz letterhead with image of woman wearing yellow skirt 
carrying one blue dress and one red dress; purple ink stamp at bottom with black ink signature; dated 
October 17, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German 

.24  Receipt; “Beitrags Rechnung”; page folds in half ; outside: printed in gray ink from “Allgemeine 
Ortskrankenkasse” sent to Regina Hechtkopf” (donor’s mother) address typed in black ink with red ink 
postage and postmark; inside  printed form in green ink with typed black and red ink entries; postmarked 
October 13, 1951; Munich, Germany, in German 

.25  Invoice; from “Oberpollinger”; printed form in black ink with graphite entries, circular red ink stamp  of 
“Oberpollinger/11 Okt 51” in center; verso: red ink image of building with text printed beneath; dated 
October 11, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German 

.26  Receipt; “Rechnung” sent to Regina Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) in Munich, Germany from Ferdinand 
Goetz in Munich, Germany; typed in black ink on Ferdinand Goetz letterhead with image of woman 
wearing yellow skirt carrying one blue dress and one red dress; purple ink stamp at bottom with black ink 
signature; dated October 27, 1951, in German 

.27  Receipt; “Lohn-Gehalts-Abrechnung”; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); printed form in blue 
ink with graphite entries; dated August 31, 1951, in German 

.28  Document; “Vereinbarung”; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); arrangement with Jewish 
Community of Munich; typed black ink, with two black ink signatures; laminated; dated January 10, 1950, 
Munich, Germany; in German 

.29  Receipt; “Lohn-Gehalts-Abrechnung”; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); printed form in blue 
ink with graphite entries; dated September 30, 1951, in German 

.30  Inventory; “Verzeichnis”; issued for Uszer, Rywka, and Judith Hechkopf (donor’s father, donor’s mother, 
and donor); printed form in black ink with handwritten black carbon ink entries; dated November 9, 1951, 
Munich, Germany; in German 

.31  Declaration; “Ausfertigung”; issued for Rywka Hechtkopf (donor’s mother) insurance declaration; typed 
black ink on recto and verso, signature and stamp of “Dr. Ries” on verso; dated June 7, 1951, Munich, 
Germany; in German  

.32  Document; “Uberweisung an die Rontgenabteilung”; referral for Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father) to have 
an x-ray; printed form in black ink with handwritten graphite entries recto; typed black ink and signature 
verso; laminated; dated January 15, 1951, in German  

.33  Document; “Generalvollmacht” [Full power of attorney]; issued for Rywka and Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s 
mother and father); typed black ink, circular black ink stamp at bottom, signature of Rywka Hechtkopf and 
notary; dated November 1, 1947, Stuttgart, Germany; in German 

.34  Document; “Volmacht” issued for Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); typed black ink with circular black 
ink stamp and signatures; laminated; dated October 1950, Munich, Germany; in German 

.35  Certificate; “Gewerbeanmeldeschein”; Nr. 3271 issued to Rywka Hechtkopf (donor’s mother); printed in 
black ink with typed entries, circular purple ink stamp and black ink signature at bottom; laminated; dated 
March 15, 1950, Munich, Germany, in German 

.36  Declaration; “Versicherung an Eidesstatt”; insurance declaration for Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); 
typed black ink recto and verso with signatures, verso: circular black ink stamp of Dr. Luther; laminated; 
dated May 15, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German  
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.37 Certificate; “Certificate of IRO Eligibility”; issued for Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father) states that he “has 
been determined as falling within the category of persons with whom the Preparatory Commission of 
International Refugee Organization is concerned”; lists name, date of birth, height, weight, hair and eye 
color, nationality “Jew”, sex and identifying marks; preprinted form in black ink with typed entries and 
black ink signature at bottom; verso: lists site and date where eligibility was determined, lists 
accompanying family members; laminated; July 6, 1950, Munich, Germany; in English and German 

.38  Affidavit; “Ausfertigung”; insurance declaration for Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father); typed black ink on 
recto and verso, signature and circular black ink stamp of notary verso; laminated; Munich, Germany; 
dated October 31, 1949, in German 

.39-43 Five (5) documents laminated together in one long sheet: 
.39  Certificate; “Amtliches Führungszeugnis”; official certificate of good conduct; issued to “Teophila 

Hechtkopf” (donor’s sister); printed form in black ink with typed entries; verso: circular blue ink stamp 
“Siegel der Landseshauptstadt Munchen”; dated March 21, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German 

.40  Certificate; issued by “World ORT Union”; issued to Uszer Hechtkopf (donor’s father) certifies him as 
qualified miller by ORT; printed form in black ink with typed black ink, black and white photograph of 
bearer affixed, large circular black ink stamp, blue ink signature; dated October 2, 1950, Munich, 
Germany, in English 

.41  Certificate; “Amtliches Führungszeugnis”; official certificate of good conduct; issued to “Rywka  
Hechtkopf” (donor’s mother); printed form in black ink with typed entries; verso: circular blue ink 
stamp “Siegel der Landseshauptstadt Munchen”; dated March 21, 1951, Munich, Germany; in German 

.42  Document; issued for Uszer, Rywka, and Ida Hechtkopf (donor’s father, donor’s mother, and donor); 
typed black ink, rectangular black ink stamp at top, signatures in black ink; dated July 14, 1950, 
Stuttgart, Germany; in German 

.43  Receipt; issued by “Polska Miska Wijskowa”; for Rywka Hechtkopf (donor’s mother); printed form in 
black ink with graphite entries; dated September 28, 1947; Berlin, Germany; in Polish 

.44-45 Two (2) documents laminated together: 
.44  Application; “Application for Authority”; for transportation of professional or technical equipment; 

printed form with typed carbon black ink entries; signature of Uszer Hechtkopf on verso in black ink; 
not dated, in English  

.45  Certificate; “Amtliches Führungszeugnis”; official certificate of good conduct; issued to “Uszer 
Hechtkopf” (donor’s father); printed form in black ink with typed entries; verso: circular blue ink stamp 
“Siegel der Landseshauptstadt Munchen”; dated July 18, 1950, Munich, Germany; in German 
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